Exchange processes are responsible for the stability of elementary boson condensates with respect to their possible fragmentation. This remains true for composite bosons when single fermion exchanges are included but spin degrees of freedom are ignored. We here show that their inclusion can produce a "spin-fragmentation" of a condensate of dark excitons, i.e., an unpolarized condensate with equal amount of dark excitons with spins (+2) and (−2). Quite surprisingly, for spatially indirect excitons of semiconductor bilayers, we predict that the condensate polarization can switch from unpolarized to fully polarized, depending on the distance between the layers confining electrons and holes. Remarkably, the threshold distance associated to this switching lies in the regime where experiments are nowadays carried out.
Nozières [1] has pointed out that, when interactions between bosonic particles are included, exchange processes between the two components of the fragmented state (k, −k) produce an extensive energy difference. So, Bose-Einstein condensation with all bosons in the same k = 0 state is not driven by kinetic energy difference but by exchange interaction processes. For composite bosons made of two fermions [2] , for example semiconductor excitons made of an electron-hole pair, we have shown [3] that this conclusion remains true. This result is not obvious at first because, in addition to exchanging simultaneously the two fermions of a composite bosonwhich amounts to take the composite boson as a wholeone also has to consider exchanges of only one of the two fermions.
In this letter we consider the role played by fermion exchanges on the spin degrees of freedom of exciton condensates. We show that they lead to a possible variation of the spin structure of a condensate from "spinunfragmented", i.e., a fully polarized state with all excitons having same spin, to "spin-fragmented", i.e., unpolarized with an equal amount of up-spin and down-spin excitons. We actually show that the latter realisation is quasi-degenerate with a linearly polarized condensate in the thermodynamic limit. Finally, we consider indirect excitons [4] which have recently lead to remarkable observations [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For these, we predict that depending on the distance between the quantum wells confining electrons and holes, i.e. depending on the excitons electric dipole moment, the spin structure of a condensate may switch from unpolarized to fully polarized. Quite interestingly, the threshold distance associated to this switch of the condensate polarization lies in the regime where current experimental studies are carried out.
Simplified approach: In order to find the exciton condensate polarization induced by interactions in an easy way, let us start with a simplified approach.
(i) It is useful to briefly recall Nozières's argument on the "fragmentation" of Bose-Einstein condensates [1] . We consider the simple Hamiltonian with contact interactions
and look for the corresponding energy in the frag-
the N N term coming from exchange processes between (k) and (-k) bosons. So, the energy difference between fragmented and fully condensed states reads as
For V positive, as necessary to avoid collapse, this difference is positive and extensive since V scales as one arXiv:1409.3747v1 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 12 Sep 2014 over the sample volume. A similar result is found [14] for the coherent state |Φ
. Equation (2) also shows that the kinetic energy difference between the fragmented state |Φ N,N taken for k = 2π/L and the condensed state |Φ 2N,0 taken for k = 0 scales as N/L 2 . Hence it is underextensive and negligible in the thermodynamic limit. This shows that Bose-Einstein condensation with all bosons in the same k = 0 state is driven by interactions, not by kinetic energy.
(ii) To study the condensate polarization, we consider two kinds of elementary bosons having up or down spin and same energy (taken as zero), their creation operators beingB † + orB † − respectively. It is convenient to introduce the scattering W between same-spin bosons and the scattering V which is independent of the boson spins, and to write the corresponding Hamiltonian as
A calculation similar to the previous one gives the energy in the state
For a given (N + N ), the first bracket, equal to (N + N )(N + N − 1), does not depend on polarization as reasonable since V acts between arbitrary spins. By contrast, same-spin scatterings lead to an energy difference between the unpolarized state |Ψ N,N and the fully polarized state |Ψ 2N,0 which reads as
So the lowest energy state is the unpolarized state |Ψ N,N for W > 0, while for W < 0, it is the polarized state |Ψ 2N,0 , degenerate with |Ψ 0,2N . We can also consider the linearly polarized state |Ψ
So, for W > 0, the lowest energy state indeed is the unpolarized state but, as W N is underextensive, the energy difference with the linearly polarized state goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit -the polarized state |Ψ 2N,0 still having the lowest energy for W < 0.
Composite boson approach: In the simplified approach, the exciton composite nature appears through the existence of spin dependent scatterings, this dependence coming from the fact that, in Coulomb processes, electrons and holes conserve their own spin. Otherwise, excitons are taken as elementary bosons because their
It is commonly said that the D mi operators can be neglected at small density -which is not correct. Indeed, the "moth-eaten effect" induced by the D mi 's shows up, in particular, in
where F N is not of the order of 1, but is exponentially small [15] : it decreases with exciton number as e −N η where the gas parameter η = N (a X /L) D measures the exciton density at the scale of the Bohr radius a X . However this huge "moth-eaten effect" does not have dramatic consequences because F N ultimately appears in physical quantities through ratios like F N −1 /F N 1 + ηf D with f D = 4π/5 in 2D. Accordingly, when looking for density effects, these F N factors must be kept. This implies to keep the D mi operators from the very beginning which is what the many-body formalism [2] for composite bosons enables us to do.
From dimensional arguments, Coulomb scatterings involving two excitons scale as
nD ; they appear with a N n+1 prefactor which comes from the
ways to select (n + 1) excitons among N , bringing contribution in N R X η n . So, effects at first order in density, to which we restrict ourselves in this paper, come from processes involving two excitons among N .
Dark excitons with spin (±2) have a lower energy than bright excitons (±1) for the very same reason that they are not coupled to light [16] . So, excitons condense in a dark state [17] . This leads us to study the polarization of the condensate through the mean value of the semiconductor Hamiltonian H in the partially polarized dark exciton state
where we have subtracted the energy E 0 corresponding to the isolated dark exciton in its ground state. In the coherent linearly polarized state |Ψ 
From |Ψ
The denominators in Eq. (11) (12) come from the norm of the state, calculated through [
i . As shown below, ξ 0 while ξ exch can be positive or negative. Since (ξ, ξ exch , λ) scale as (a X /L) D , which is small in large sample, the above results show that the lowest energy state is the unpolarized state |Φ 1,1 for −ξ exch > 0 while it is the fully polarized state |Φ 2,0 or |Φ 0,2 for −ξ exch < 0. As we show now, this result remains true for N 2, except that the energy difference between unpolarized and linearly polarized states turns underextensive.
(ii) Large exciton number Exchange processes between N excitons having same spin changes their normalization factor from N ! to N !F N . By contrast, exchange processes between opposite spin dark excitons bring them to the higher energy bright subspace (see Fig.1 ); so, they should not be considered here. Since 
By only keeping Coulomb processes involving two excitons among N + N , we get
where from now on the 0 indices in ξ and ξ exch are omitted for brievity. X N,N and Y N ,N are defined below. Direct and exchange Coulomb processes exist between the N excitons (+2), or between the N excitons (−2). They bring a factor X N,N + X N ,N with
the curly brackets coming from the unaffected (N −2) excitons (+2) and N excitons (−2). The N excitons (+2) also have direct Coulomb processes, but no exchange, with the N excitons (−2). They bring a factor
This gives for a fully polarized condensate
the F N ratio reducing to 1 at lowest order in density. For an unpolarized condensate, we get 
The calculation of the Hamiltonian mean value is more demanding due to the "moth-eaten effect" between different numbers of (+2) and (-2) excitons. Indeed, Eq.
given by
and Eq. (14) becomes
with F 2N given by
G 2N reads as F 2N without the F p−1 F 2N −p−1 term which, like Y N,N , comes from processes involving one exciton (+2) and one exciton (−2) for which no exchange can occur.
For N = 2, these results agree with Eqs. (11, 12) . To get them for large N , we use the fact that the binomial coefficients 2N p are very much peaked on p = N while
within underextensive terms. So, for −ξ exch > 0, the unpolarized state |Φ N,N , quasi-degenerate with the linearly polarized state |Ψ (L) 2N , has the lowest energy while, for −ξ exch < 0, the exciton condensate is fully polarized. Let us note that, in this study, we have eliminated Coulomb exchange processes between opposite spin dark excitons because they transfer them into the higher energy bright subspace. As the bright/dark splitting δ BD is independent of sample volume, the energy increase N δ BD for N excitons turning bright is extensive by contrast with N excitons having a 2π/L momentum. So, in macroscopic samples, no additional interactions are required to drive exciton condensation toward lowest energy dark states. Yet, when exciton density increases, exchange Coulomb processes cannot be neglected anymore. We have shown [18] that, above a density threshold, they generate a bright component to the exciton condensate which makes it "gray" and possible to study through the luminescence of its bright part.
Dipolar excitons: To study Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons, spatially indirect (or "dipolar") excitons are among the most promising candidates. These are engineered by imposing a spatial separation between electrons and holes, e.g. in a double quantum well [4] . Recently, it was shown at sub-Kelvin temperatures that dipolar excitons can exhibit a quantum statistical distribution marked by a dominant fraction of dark excitons [8, 13] . Macroscopic spatial coherence [5, 7, 13] and spontaneous spin polarisation [5, 13] of bright excitons have also been observed.
To mimic these dipolar excitons, scattering between arbitrary-spin excitons must be associated with direct Coulomb processes, V = ξ, and scattering between same-spin excitons to exchange Coulomb processes, i.e., W = −ξ exch . For carrier coordinates (r e , d) and (r h , 0), with d being the distance between electron and hole planes and r e,h being 2D vectors along the plane, direct Coulomb scattering between two dark excitons in their ground state (ν = ν 0 , Q = 0), read from Fig.1a , is given by [2] 
We have shown [2, 19] for the switch of the condensate polarisation. This switch induced by fermion exchanges strikingly contrasts with recent theoretical studies [21] [22] [23] [24] that have emphasized the role played by spin-orbit interactions in Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons.
Conclusion : We have shown that fermion exchanges between excitons may lead to a "spin-fragmented" condensate, i.e., a condensate in which all excitons do not have the same spin. For spatially indirect or "dipolar" excitons, we have then found that spin polarization has to be carefully considered in the context of Bose-Einstein condensation. Precisely, we predict that unpolarized and linearly polarized condensates have quasi-degenerate energies when the layers confining electrons and holes have a spatial separation d below a threshold, d
* ≈a X /2. On the other hand, for d > d * a drastic switch occurs towards a fully polarized condensate in which all excitons are in the same state, including spin -as in standard Bose-Einstein condensation. Our findings may then well relate to the low degree of polarisation observed in recent experiments reporting a condensate of dark excitons [13] and where d ∼ d * . Let us finally note that naturally our calculation is for a model situation where the quantum wells confining electronic carriers are considered purely 2D. Nevertheless we expect the corresponding result for actual experimental studies to fall in the same range.
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